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1. INTRODUCTION 
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KAWAI [5] considers a two unit parallel system with cold standby, Markovian degradation of the 
working unit and one repair facility. He shows that under certain conditions (to be specified below) 
on the degradation- and repair-process the optimal preventive repair policy is of control limit type i.e. 
a preventive repair on the working unit is carried out if and only if the repair facility is free and the 
condition of the working unit is less than or equal to a specified critical level Moreover, KAWAI [5] 
provides an explicit expression for the availability of the system under a given control limit rule. 
Numerical computations are given for the case of exponential distributed repair times. 
In this paper we show that the embedding technique from Markov decision theory can be succes-
fully applied to obtain another, more rigorous derivation of the availability under a control limit rule. 
Since the explicit formula of the availability contains expressions which depend on the transient 
behaviour of a continuous time Markov chain we propose an iterative computational scheme to 
numerically compute the availability in case of Erlangian distributed repair times. Finally we present 
some indications of the influence of a second repair facility on the availability of the system. 
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the model and present some prelim-
inaries which are used in the sequel Also we briefly review the results of KAWAI [5] on the existence 
of an optimal control limit rule. In section 3 we show how the embedding technique from Markov 
decision theory can be succesfully employed to rigorously derive an explicit formula for the long-run 
availability of the system under a control limit rule. In section 4 we present an iterative scheme to 
numerically compute the availability in case of Erlangian distributed repair times. Finally, we consider 
in section 5 the case of ample repair facilities. 
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
A (production) mechanism consists of two parallel units. At most one of the units is working at a 
time. The other unit is either in repair or in cold standby position. The working condition of the 
operating unit is described by a state variable taking on values from the state space 
~ : = {O, l, ... ,n +I}. 
State 0 denotes a perfect condition, states 1 upto n are degraded working conditions while n + 1 
denotes a malfunction. Under the absence of repair the working condition deteriorates according to a 
time homogeneous continuous time Markov chain with conservative infinitesimal generator Q = (qij). 
We will assume that a working unit cannot improve on its own, i.e. 
qij = 0 for j<i, ie~. (2.1) 
When a working unit enters state n + l (which acts as an absorbing state) an emergency (or: type 1) 
repair is required. As long as the working unit has not yet entered state n + 1 the option of a preven-
tive (or: type 2) repair exists provided the repair facility is free. The type 1 and type 2 repair times 
form two mutually independent sequences of i.i.d.random variables with distribution functions G1 
and G2 with finite means P1 en "2 and G;(O) = 0, i = 1,2 respectively. The repair times are also 
independent of the sojourn times of the working unit in the various states. 
When a unit enters the repair facility the cold standby unit takes the working position in state 0. 
After repair completion the unit takes the cold-standby position. A unit in cold-standby neither fails 
nor degrades. A system downtime starts when the working unit enters state n + 1 while the other unit 
is still under repair and it ends as soon as this repair is finished. 
The goal now is to schedule preventive repairs based on the continuous observation of the state of the 
working component in such a way that the long-run unavailability (the long-run fraction of down 
time) is minimized. 
As an example of the model described above we mention a system driven by n parallel pumps, with 
a multivariate exponential lifetime distribution. 
An intuitively appealing control rule for our model is the so-called control limit rule. A control 
limit rule is determined by a critical state me~ (the control limit), such that preventive repair is 
prescribed as soon as the repair facility is free and the state of the working unit is greater than or 
equal tom. We denote a control limit rule with control limit m by CLR(m) and the unavailability 
under the rule CLR(m) is denoted by g(m). 
Sufficient conditions for the optimal control rule to be of CLR-type are given by KAWAI [5]. For 
n+l 
q; := ~ qij, iE~ 
j=i+l 
we make the following assumptions 
AssUMPTION 2.1. For i = o, ... ,n 
O<q;<.q;+1 
n+l n+l 
~ qij ~ q; + l,j 
j =k os;::: j =k ~ all k c 
..... , 1or Ee>. 
q; q;+l 
'Y_ith respect to the repair-time distributions G1 
(G;(t) : = 1-G;(t),t~O). 
AssUMPTION 2.2. 
G1(t)<.G2(t), for all t~O. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
and G2 we introduce the following assumptions 
(2.4) 
St 
(We denote G1 :so;; G2 : stochastic order) 
AssuMPTION 2.3. 
G1(t +s) G2(t +s) 
--- :so;;---, foralls,t~O. 
G1(s) G2(s) 
llC.fl) 
(we denote G1 :so;; G2 : uniform conditional stochastic order) 
For the proof of the next two theorems we refer to KAWAI [5]. 
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(2.5) 
THEOREM 2.4. Under the assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 there exists a CLR-policy which minimizes the long-
run unavailability. 0 
THEOREM 2.5. Under the assumptions 2.1and2.3 the long-run unavailability g(m) under CLR(m) is uni-
modal as a function of m. 0 
REMARK 2.6. (i) The notion of uniform conditional stochastic order (ucso) has been introduced by 
WHITr [10]. In [10) he shows that for absolutely continuous lifetime distributions ucso is equivalent to 
the monotone likelihood ratio property (cf. FERGUSON [4)). 
ucao st 
(ii) G1 :so;; G2 ~ G1 :so;; G2• The converse is not true. For example take 
t 1 2' O:s=;;t:s=;;2 
and G2(t) = 3 1 3 2t-4, 2E;;tE;;4 
st 
then G1 :so;; G2, while 
- 17 G1(24) 
- 7 G1( 24 ) 
- 7 16 -
-->--17 41 
An important class of distribution functions satisfying assumption 2.3 are the Erlangian distributions 
under appropriate choice of the parameters. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G>.,p(t) be the Erlang ('A,p) distribution function with A>O and peN. If p 1 <:p2 and 
A1~A2 then 
ucao 
G,_"P• :so;; G'Ai,p2 · 
PROOF. 
(i) First assume p1 = p2 = p. Since 
- p-l M_ 
G>.,p(t) = eoe-At k! 
the statement follows from the fact that the function/(.,.,.) defined by 
p~l -A(t+s} (A(t +s}f 
,we k' 
k=O • f(}.,t,s) := -1 ll.nVc 
p""'" -As~ 
,we k' 
k=O • 
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is non-increasing in>. for all s,t;;;i.O (see also FERGUSON [4], p. 208). 
(ii) Next we consider the case >.1 ;;;i.>.2 and p 2 = p 1 + I. Direct verification yields: 
- -G'>.i,p,(t +s) .s:: G'>.i,p,+1(t +s) 
- "";q - • 
G'Ai,pi (s) G'>.i,p, + 1 (s) 
(iii) The general case follows by straight forward induction from (ii). D 
Throughout the rest of this paper we will assume that assumption 2.1 and 2.2 hold, which implies 
according to theorem 2.4 the optimaliiy of a CLR. 
We conclude this section with some additional notation and a useful lemma concerning entrance 
times for continuous time Markov chains. 
Let {X(t),t;;;i.O} be a continuous time Markov chain on the state space~ with infinitesimal genera-
tor Q, satisfying (2.1). 
Define for j e~ and k = 1,2: 
Hi(t) := P(X(t)=jlX(O)=O) 
00 
Aik : = f Hj(t)Gk(t)dt 
0 
00 
aik : = f Hi(t)dGk(t) 
0 
00 
Bik : = f Hi(t)Gk(t)dt. 
0 
Using Kolmogorov's forward differential equations: 
j-1 
H'j(t) = -'liHi(t) + ~ H;(t)qij 
i=O 
we find by partial integration fork = 1,2: 
aik = fA;kqii• lE;;jE;;n +I 
i=O 
aok = 1-qoAok 
j-1 
Bik = qj1(ajk + ~B;kq;i), OE;;jE;;n. 
i=O 
Let 
Ti : = inj{t;;;i.O:X(t)= j}, OEO;jEO;n +I 
and 
S(i,j) := {X(Tj)=i} 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
that is, Ti is the entrance time of the Markov process into state j and S (i,j) is the event that the 
entrance into j takes place by a jump from state i. 
LEMMA 2.8. 
00 
P(,,.i;;;i.t;S(i,j)) = f q;iH;(s)ds. 
t 
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PROOF. According to (2.1) we have 
s 
H;(s) = J e-q,(s-u)dP-r,(u). 
0 
Hence 
00 00 s J q;jH;(s')ds = J qij J e-q,(s-u)dP-r,(u)ds 
t s=t u=O 
too oo oo 
= J jq;je-q,(s-u)dsdP-r,(u)+ J jq;je-q,(s-u)dsdP-r,(u). 
u=Os=t u=t s=u 
This yields 
00 t J q;jH;(s')ds = ~ J e-q,(t-u)dP-r,(u) + ~P(t<.T;<oo) (2.13) 
t q, u=O q, 
The first term on the right hand side of (2.13) denotes the probability that entrance into j talces place 
by a jump from state i, which itself is entered before t, while the process remains in i at least until t. 
The second term is the probability that entrance into j talces place from i which is entered beyond t. 
Together both terms give the probability that entrance into j talces place from state i beyond t. D 
3. AN EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR g(m) 
In this section we focus on the computation of g(m), the unavailability of the system under the con-
trol rule CLR(m) for some l<.m<.n. We will show that 
where 
(l-Dm2>An+l,l + Dm1An+l,2 g(m) = ...;._ _ _..;__-'--_----''--
(l - Dm2)Hm 1 +Dm1Hm2 
n 
Dm1c := 1- ~ qj,n+1Bjk> k = 1,2 j=m 
m-1 
Hm1c :=Pk + ~ Bjk> k = 1,2, 
j=O 
(3.1) 
while Ajk and Bjk are defined by (2.6) and (2.8). 
This formula has been derived by KAWAI [5] using heuristic probabilistic arguments. The proof of 
(3.1) that we present here is based on an embedding technique from Markov (decision) theory. For 
other successful applications of this approach in the area of production control we refer to DE KOK et 
al. (3] and TuMs et al. [8]. 
Let {Z(t),t;;;;ai.O} be the stochastic process on state space 
~ = S>X[O,oo)X{O,l,2} 
where Z(t) = (Z1(t),Z2(t),Z3(t)) with Z 1(t), Z 2(t) and Z3(t) denoting the state of the working com-
ponent, the elapsed "repair'' time of the other component and the current type of "repair'' respec-
tively (type 0 =cold standby). 
Let 
U := {(n +1,x,k):x;;;;ai.O,l<.k<.2}C~ 
be the unavailability set. 
Since {Z(t),t;;;;ai.O} is a regenerative process with regeneration state (0,0,2) we know that 
1 t 
g(m) := lim-/ P(Z(t)eU)dt 
,, 1-+00 t 0 
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exists (see e.g. Ross [6] and TuMs [7D. 
To derive a formula for g(m) we will study a properly chosen embedded Markov chain of the pro-
cess {Z(t),t~O}. 
Unless stated otherwise we assume that the system {Z(t),t~O} starts in state (0,0,2). Let T0::0 
and, for n~l. let Tn be the nth epoch at which the process {Z(t),t~O} enters the set 
{(0,0, l),(0,0,2)}, i.e. Tn denotes the nth epoch at which one unit goes into operation and the other 
goes under repair (either emergency or preventive). 
Consider 
Xn := Z3(Tn). 
Then {Xn:n~O} is a positive recurrent Markov chain on the state space {1,2}. 
Define for k = 1,2: 
'IT(k) := limP(Xn=k), 
n-+OO 
T.+1 
c(k) := E( f l{Z(t)eU}dtlXn=k). 
T. 
Now, it follows from the proof of theorem 7.5 in Ross [6] that 
2 2 
g(m) = ~ 'IT(k)c(k)/ ~ 'IT(k}r(k). (3.2) 
k=l k=l 
For the computation of the stationary distribution {'IT(k)} of {Xn:n~O} we introduce the generic ran-
dom variables Rk> denoting the length of an arbitrary emergency (k = 1) and preventive (k =2) repair 
time, with distribution function Gk and mean "'k> k = 1,2. 
Let (pij) be the matrix of one-step transition probabilities of {Xn:n~O} and recall that {X(t),t~O} 
denotes a continuous time Markov process on ~ = {O, ... ,n + 1} with infinitesimal matrix Q. 
Let 
Then 
am := inj{t~O:m'5i;;X(t)'5i;;n} 
'Tn+l := inj{t~O:X(t)=n+l}. 
Pk2 = l-P('Tn+t~R.t;Tn+i~Om). 
Using lemma 2.8 we find from (3.3) 
n oo oo 
Pk2 = 1- ~ '/j,n+l J J ~(s)ds dGk(t) 
j=m t=Os=t 
n oo 
= 1 - ~ '/j,n + 1 f Gk(s )Hj(s )ds 
j=m s=O 
n 
= 1- ~ '/j,n+tBjk 
j=m 
= Dmk. 
From the balance equations of the stationary distribution of {Xn:n~O} we find with (3.4) 
l-Dm2 Dml 
'IT(l) = D +I-D ; '1T(2) = D +1 D . 
ml m2 ml - m2 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Next we note that 
and 
00 
7(k) = j P(Tn+1-Tn>tlXn=k)dt 
0 
00 
= j (l-P(Tn+1-Tn~tlXn=k))dt 
0 
00 
= J {1-P(Rt~t)P(min(am,'Tn+l)~t)}dt 
0 
oo m-1 
= j { 1-Gk(t)(l - ~ Hj(t)) }dt 
0 j=O 
m-1 oo 
= Pk+ ~ f Gk(t)Hj(t)dt 
j=O 0 
m-1 
=Pk+~ Bjk 
j=O 
= Hmk 
00 00 
c(k) = J P(max(Tn+i.Rt)>t)dt- J P(Tn+l >t)dt 
0 0 
00 
= j P(Tn+l ~t)P(Rk>t)dt 
0 
00 
= J Hn + 1 (t)Gk(t) 
0 
= An+l,k· 
Together (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) yield (3.1). D 
4. CoMPUTATION OF g(m) AND A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
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(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Suppose that the numbers Ajt.O~j~n + 1, k = 1,2 are known. Then it follows from (2.10), (2.11), 
(2.12) and (3.1) that g(m) is known. Hence the computation of g(m) is completed once the numbers 
~jk have been computed. 
Note that 
00 
Aok = J e -q.tGk(t)dt. (4.1) 
0 
In general the Ajk have to be computed numerically from (2.6). In this section we show that recursive 
computation of Ajk is possible in case of Erlangian repair time distributions. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Gk(t) = e-Ai.t, t;;;i:O; k = 1,2 Then 
Aok = (qo +Atc)-1 (4.2) 
(4.3) 
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PROOF. Formula (4.2) is an immediate consequence of (4.1). Using Kolmogorov's forward integral 
equations: 
t j-1 
Hj(t) = e -'lit J ~ H;(s)q;je'hs ds 
s=O i=O 
we find from (2.6) 
Hence 
QO 
Ajk = f Hj(t)Gk(t)dt 
0 
QO t j-1 
= J e -'lit J ~ H;(s)qije'h9 dsGk(t)dt 
t=O s=O i=O 
j-1 QO QO 
= ~ qij J H;(s)e'h8 J e -'htGk(t)dtds. 
i=O s=O t=s 
j-1 n 00 
Ajk = ~ ...,ij J H;(s)e-~8ds 
i=O </j+')l.k s=O 
- j-1 q;j 
- ~ +~ A;k· 0 
i=O </j 
Now consider the case G(t) = ~~~ e-Al <~i (For ease of notation we drop the subscript k). 
i.e. G(-) is the Erlang (A,p)-distribution. Denote (see (2.6)) 
QO 
A'f > : = f Hj(t)G(t)dt. 
0 
THEOREM 4.2. 
A(f> = A-1 f (AIA+qoY 
/=I 
j-1 .I, 
A'f> = A- 1 ~qij .i.; (A!A+fJj'/'1A'f-m+1>, l<.j<.n +I. 
i=O m=I 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
PROOF. Formula (4.6) follows from (4.1). For p = 1 (4.7) reduces to lemma 4.1. For p > 1 we conclude 
from ( 4.5) and 
co ,p-1 k ll.+n,\111 sm f e -'htG(t)dt = A- 1e -CA+'IJ>r ~(A/A +qjf +1 ~ v' v~ . 
s k=O m=O m. 
that 
A'f> = A_1j'i:1qij j H;(s)e-Al'i:1fJi.IA+fJjf+1 }: (A+$~·sm ds 
i =O s =O k =O m =O m · 
which yields ( 4. 7) after some elementary calculations. 0 
REMARK 4.3. For j = n + 1 relation (4.7) implies 
(4.8) 
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As an example we apply the results on the following numerical data: n = 7 and the Q-matrix is given 
by 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 -1 0.98 0.02 
1 -2 1.95 0.05 
2 -3 2.90 0.10 
Q= 4 -4 3.80 0.20 
4 -5 4.70 0.30 
5 -6 5.50 0.50 
6 -7 6.30 0.70 
7 -8 8 
8 0 
The following repair-time distributions are considered. . 
G1 (·) is exponential with parameter µ.1 and Erlang (2,2µ.1) respectively with µ.1 = 1.1, 1.3, 1.5,2.0 
and 4.0. 
G2(-) is exponential with parameter 1 and Erlang (2,2.0) 
In table 1 below we give m*, the optimal value of m, as well as 1-g(m*). 
G2 
l m* m* 
1.1 7 0.9535 7 0.9589 
1.3 6 0.9632 7 0.9690 
Exp(µ.1) 1.5 5 0.9708 6 0.9755 
2.0 3 0.9825 4 0.9857 
4.0 1 0.9940 2 0.9956 
1.1 6 0.9607 7 0.9675 
1.3 5 0.9705 6 0.9758 
1.5 4 0.9772 4 0.9817 
2.0 2 0.9865 3 0.9898 
4.0 1 0.9946 1 0.9963 
Table 1: the optimal control limits and availability 
The general conclusion from table 1 is that a decreasing coefficient of variation of the repair time dis-
tributions yields a higher value of the optimal availability and a higher preventive repair limit. 
5. THE CASE OF AMPLE REPAIR. FACILITIES 
Unlike the system with a single repair facility no tractable exact formula can in general be obtained 
for the case of ample repair facilities. This already holds for the case with only two working condi-
tions "on" and "off' (cf. BARLOW and PRoscHAN [1] and TuMs [7] for the single repair facility and 
VAN DER HEYDEN [9] for approximate formulae for two repair facilities). 
For our model with more than two possible working conditions a description as a semi-Markov deci-
sion process is possible when we assume Erlangian distributed repair times. However, the big expan-
sion of the state space makes this approach prohibitive for moderate n. A derivation of approxima-
tions for the unavailability under CLR-type control rules as in VAN DER HEYDEN [9], would be 
worthwhile. 
To give an idea about the influence on the availability of a second repair facility we present in table 2 
below the unavailability for the numerical data of the example from the previous section. The availa-
bility in case of ample repair facilities has been computed by straight forward value iteration. 
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G2 Exp 1.0) Erl.(2,2.0) 
#fac. 1 2 1 2 
G1 
P.1 
1.1 0.9535 0.9757 0.9589 0.9799 
1.3 0.9632 0.9806 0.9690 0.9822 
Exp(p.1) 1.5 0.9708 0.9848 0.9755 0.9857 
2.0 0.9825 0.9909 0.9857 0.9914 
4.0 0.9940 0.9972 0.9956 0.9974 
1.1 0.9607 0.9808 0.9675 0.9820 
1.3 0.9705 0.9854 0.9758 0.9862 
1.5 0.9772 0.9887 0.9817 0.9893 
Erl.(2, 2µ1) 2.0 0.9865 0.9935 0.9898 0.9939 
4.0 0.9946 0.9978 0.9963 0.9979 
Table 2: the optimal availability for single vs. ample repair facilities. 
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